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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment

Compulsory REVISION comments

Minor REVISION comments
Optional/General comments

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write
his/her feedback here)

1.In the case presentation section it was mentioned the patient presented with high
fever and widespread infection of the leg. Was this cellulitis ,infected ulcer? How
was the sepsis worked up? How was she treated.
2. What imaging was done for the diagnosis of AVF for the next admission why did
the surgical procedure fail? Was there a second surgical failure? When was the lost
guidewire retrieved? How long was the guide wire left within the patient IVC.
3. You have mentioned about high output Cardiac failure. Could discuss briefly the
etiopathogenesis of CHF in such scenario.
4. Was an echo and cardiac work up done during the hospital stay.
5.Figure shows significant reduction in swelling post Endovascular intervention.
What about the ulcers and/or cellulitis? Was there any residual / ischemic distal
changes.?
6.In the discussion section the authors have mentioned that due to widespread
infection open surgery was not an option. Can you please elaborate?
7. Page 7 Ln 119 “Endovascular aortic repair”. Please elaborate
Multiple spelling and grammatical mistakes. Eg Page 5 Ln 75”the” high risk.;Page 6 Ln
102”recommended”.
Although several similar cases have been published in literature the importance of the case
report cannot be overstated. Missed iatrogenic injuries can have grave consequences.
Could add a few more references.
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